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Background 

I am always intrigued by how computing concepts are applied to design industry software 
projects to achieve business outcomes. When I started giving back by teaching my learnings to 
computing students, I realised the importance of education to impart these design skills 
students can apply when they start their careers. These experiences propel my interest to 
embark in the research area of computing education research (CER). More specifically, I am 
interested in the subarea of curriculum designs and educational technologies for computing 
design courses.  

Research in computing education historically covers programming courses extensively and less 
on design courses. On the other hand, students often find it challenging to appreciate the 
fuzziness of design concepts and cannot switch their mindset from the concrete aspect of 
software programming to design thinking. I hope to close this gap by targeting computing 
courses on designs (or design courses) in my research. Although the evaluations in my research 
are conducted with participants of computing design courses, many of the outcomes have the 
potential to be generalised to other computing courses. 

My research statements are "How can teachers teach computing design courses more 
effectively?" and "How can educational technologies support teaching computing design 
courses?". I seek to improve the course design, conduct design courses, and create education 
technologies to support that. Figure 1 shows my research output over time. Unless specified 
explicitly, I am the lead or first author in the papers described in the following sections. 
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Figure 1. Research Output Over Time 

Research Areas 
 
1. Software Reuse (Before Joining SMU) 

I briefly describe my background research before describing my computing education research. 
Before joining SMU, my practice research focused on software reuse to help developers 
improve productivity with code reuse and technical document reuse.  

The code reuse process involves clone detection and clone reuse. Code clones are semantically 
similar code fragment pairs that are syntactically similar or different. By automatically detecting 
and reusing code clones, developers can reduce the cost of software maintenance. I applied the 
reuse techniques in a study involving mobile apps for mood assessment. In this study, doctors 
need to use mobile apps to track mood assessment, and the required features of the mobile app 
depend on the patient's condition. The number of features and their inter-dependencies result 
in an exponential number of combinations, making the manual development of each possible 
mobile app challenging. Our techniques customise these required features and automatically 
generate these mobile apps with required features by the doctors within minutes. We used 
the Adaptive Reuse Technique (ART) [1] for the flexible customisation of mood scale apps. ART 
allowed us to partition mood scales and their features into distinct modules parameterised for 
ease of adaptation. ART engine performs synthesis of a required mood scale app from 
specifications of mood scales required and their features. App modules are composed after 
suitable customisations to form an executable app that can be uploaded to the users' 
smartphones.  
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Another area is technical document reuse. We apply software clone detection and reuse to 
automate searching repeated fragments in technical software documentation to be reused. 
Our approach [2-3] supports adaptive reuse, extracting "near duplicate" text fragments 
(repetitions with variations) and producing customisable, reusable elements. The proposed 
approach simplifies the document maintenance process and can be used in the context of 
variability management in software product line development and in areas such as Enterprise 
Architecture Modelling, where models are stored in XML format and irregular repetitions are 
possible in a large volume of information. 

2. Computing Education Research in Curriculum Design 

I started my CER research when I joined SMU in 2018 on the education track. After teaching 
software designs in my previous jobs, I decided to contribute to computing education research, 
which aligns with my education track at SMU. One of my early contributions was to analyse the 
"effectiveness of case-based learning (CBL) in computing courses on software architecture 
designs" based on my longitudinal study of teaching software design courses. A competent 
software architect needs to make design decisions. For a student who is used to writing code 
and compiles to get a deterministic result, the mindset of justifying their key decisions with 
potential trade-offs without a concrete output is a frustrating divergence from what they are 
doing. CBL provides students with an opportunity to see theory in practice, and students are 
required to analyse data and background information to make design decisions. We propose 
bullet cases, mini-cases, and descriptive cases and how to use them. Our assessments [4-6] of a 
decade-long student evaluation data show that our proposed case-based course design is 
effective for our students to learn better. Our analysis results also show that the student's 
educational background does not have significant co-relationships with the efficacy of the case-
based design.  

An observation of undergraduate challenges leading to reduced motivation and interest to study 
and appreciating software designs is their limited experience in the software industry. I propose 
and analyse the "effectiveness of a model adapting the four stages in the Kolb model of 
experiential learning with risk management process concepts to highlight the impact of 
inadequate quality designs in real-life scenarios". This course design [7] promotes learning 
activities to observe how different parts of design components work in the software industry, 
experience the impact of real software quality issues or risks, reflect on the root causes of these 
risks, conceptualise, and subsequently implement the countermeasure to mitigate the risk. Our 
experiment findings show that the students preferred this model consistently in their learning 
ratings when comparing each stage of the model against the traditional lecture-based lesson.  

Another practical challenge for undergraduates joining the workforce is how they can 
demonstrate they have the right computing skills to work on projects immediately. Industry 
recognised certifications offer a way for them to do that, leading to another CER area I work on 
to analyse the "effectiveness of integrating IT certifications into a course to prepare students 
to be career-ready". I designed an approach to identify a list of highly sought-after IT 
certifications based on recent industry job postings and map them in our course design [8]. I 
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wrote programs to automate the search job postings using the Google Job Search engine. The 
search uses terms of job roles recognised by Singapore SkillsFuture (e.g., software engineer, 
software architect, solution architect) and text analytics techniques to identify in-demand 
industry certifications within these job postings. These programs are open-sourced in Github. 
We identified AWS Cloud Practitioner and Solutions Architect - Associate certifications as the 
top two in-demand certifications and integrated the certifications as part of our computing 
courses. Students appreciate the effort and are motivated to do the certification to be 
recognised for their skills. They achieved a high passing rate of over 90% for the recent 3 
semesters this initiative was implemented. However, we also observed considerable efforts to 
integrate certification requirements into course contents and manage examination logistics for 
the certifications.  

A well-thought course design requires effective course conduct to deliver the required learning 
outcomes. A natural progression of my CER in course design is to look into improving the conduct. 
An area I extend in my CER is to analyse the "effectiveness of methods to identify and clarify 
students' doubts". We evaluate two in-class methods (lecture, quiz reflection) and four out-of-
class methods (self-reflection, assignment work, online communication, and face-to-face 
communication) [9-11]. Our study involves implementing these methods to students in two 
undergraduate computing design courses over two semesters, one on user interaction design 
and another on architecture design. Our results show that in-class methods with immediate 
timing (in-class lecture and in-class quiz reflection) are more effective for the students in 
identifying and clarifying doubts. Students feel that it can be challenging to communicate online, 
and there is a delay in the replies if the instructor is unavailable. There is no clear indication that 
individual or group participation effectively identifies and clarifies doubts. Our statistical analysis 
shows significant differences in efficacy between most methods to identify and clarify. The 
instructor has to select a mix of methods to achieve high effectiveness in identifying and 
clarifying doubts. 

3. Educational Technologies 

With the need for online learning during COVID-19, I realise the importance of using education 
technologies to improve student's learning outcomes in their asynchronous learning of 
computing design concepts. Recent studies on the pedagogical analysis of online video tutorials 
show that increased interactions can increase learners' effectiveness in learning to code. 
However, there is a limited application within the educational process due to a lack or limited 
access to open-source tools that implement interactivity. In my research of education 
technologies, I implement and study the "effectiveness of interactivity features of video 
tutorials on students' learning outcomes". Video-based tutorials are the most common avenues 
for users to learn. However, the streaming nature of programming videos limits the ways to 
explore the captured workflows and interact with the output in the videos, e.g., copying the 
codes or text in the video. We develop an online web-based Interactive Tutorial Software System 
ITSS [12] (open-sourced in GitHub) with interactivity features and evaluate it in a course that 
teaches coding of software design patterns. Instead of recording video streams, we record the 
tutorial author's interactivity actions such as clicking, scrolling, highlighting, and typing in text-
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based format (e.g., what action at what time) using accessibility APIs. The system replays these 
actions to the student, giving the impression that the author is actively doing these on the web 
screen. The results of our two studies show that participants agree with the ease of recording 
when using our environment and feel that the increased interactivity can help us learn to 
program better. Our environment has a good usability level based on System Usability Scale 
(SUS). We also conduct a performance test to show that our environment can support up to 500 
concurrent users with a total system response time of fewer than 5 seconds. This work was 
published at the ICSE conference and supported by Singapore Management University 
Educational Research Fellowship Grant and Research Lab for Intelligent Software Engineering. 

Another challenge teachers encounter is to "provide timely and relevant guidance to individual 
students according to their levels of understanding". One option we studied is collecting 
students' reflections after each lesson to extract relevant and high-value feedback so that doubts 
or questions can be addressed promptly. We implemented an approach with an automated 
system to identify doubts from the informal reflections through features analysis and machine 
learning [13-15]. Our results show that selecting suitable features is essential and reflections with 
positive sentiment play a role in constructing a better model. The analysis of the reflection data 
suggests that the self-assessed level of understanding Likert scale rating can be adopted with the 
proposed automated approach to enable learner-centred learning and improve students' 
learning experience. I am a co-author in this piece of work. 

 

4. Bugs Reuse (Benchmarking) 
Besides my research in CER, I also branched out my practice research of software reuse to 
artefacts reuse, such as bugs for testing and debugging. We create a benchmark [16] database 
and tool that contain 493 real bugs from 17 real-world Python programs, making it the largest 
Python bug dataset to date. We present a framework to enable controlled studies requiring 
experiments on actual bugs in Python projects, such as work on testing and debugging. We hope 
this benchmark can help catalyse future work on testing and debugging tools on Python programs. 
I am a co-author in this piece of work. 
 
5. Planned Research Going Forward 
 
5.1. Tutorial System Analytics 
We plan to extend ITSS described in section 3 with student analytics to improve learning 
outcomes. We investigate the effectiveness of enabling AI video analytics in a highly interactive 
video environment to improve student's learning outcomes (concept understanding and 
problem-solving) during asynchronous learning. Attainment of these programming learning 
outcomes lays a solid foundation for students to tackle the next-level challenges of designing 
quality software. This extension aligns with SMU's vision 2025 priorities to spearhead cutting-
edge ideas on digital transformation. A focus of SMU's digital learning strategy is in the area of 
AI personalised learning. A proposal, "ALIVE - AI-enabled Learning using Interactive Video 
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Environment to improve Student's Learning Outcomes in Programming Courses", is also being 
submitted for MOE-TRF Grant evaluation. 
 
5.2. Multi-tenant Architectural Style 

Another extension of software reuse is design reuse. For service providers, many service 
architectures can be adapted to support multi-tenants. We proposed a quantitative economic 
model [17-19]. We developed a tool to enable potential service providers to assess the costs 
and benefits of various migration strategies and choices of target service architectures to 
maximise their service profitability. We plan to generalise the techniques used in designing 
multi-tenant architecture as an architectural style that can be reused by other software 
engineers and architects when modelling for multi-tenancy. 

6. Summary 

In the coming years, I plan to continue pursuing research in computing education, focusing on 
deriving better and innovative methods and using education technologies to teach computing 
courses better. The interactive tutorial software system and doubt identification systems can be 
broadened to benefit more students. We are currently developing the second version of the 
interactive tutorial software system to support multi-tenants using the system and investigating 
the effectiveness of enabling AI video analytics.  
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